Designed with outdoor pursuits enthusiasts in mind, each DayVan includes 2
;;
beds and 4/5Iravel seats. ln DayVan
";.tri
#s form the original low roof is retained, to
**'6
provide the driving convenience of an
everyday vehicle, with a LeisureVan alternative featuring a medium roof with
standing height inside, but both versions
will take heavy duty roof racks to carry
kayaks or bulky luggage.
All furniture, which is positioned on one
side to make the most of the Transit's
exceptional interior capacity, is an industry first by being constructed in high quality polypropylene and stainless steel.
Operation of the X1 00 hob is accessible
from inside or outside and the fridge is
mounted on runners to create a unique
socialising/picnic area outside.
Managing Director, Steve Wood, has
led his own team with the strong support
of specialist suppliers to create the concept and is delighted with the finished
result, and said: "DayVan has been
designed to offer innovation, quality and
value. ln Classic Trim the range starts
Available in Classic, Trend and Limited
from just 124,995, which is really exceltrim levels, the DayVan is the first UK prolent value for money. l'd like to thank
duction series to include Webasto's innoWebasto for their assistance in creating
vative X1 00 diesel hob as standard across
such a special range of vehicles, their
the whole range, the Webasto Air Top
helpful, knowledgeable and superbly
2000 blown air interior heating system is
personal service has been very much
an option and the Webasto Hollandia 300
appreciated throughout the whole
sun roof is a standard feature on Limited
process of turning an exciting idea into
models and optional on all others.
an elegant reality."

THREE Webasto Products

for

new DayVan from Auto Gampers
The all new Ford Transitbased Auto Campers Dayvan
series marks a welcome
return to the original essence
of motorised camping, but
with all the benefits of today's
most sought-after creature

comfods.

